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Greetings EngelHEADS and Happy 2020! You haven’t heard from us in awhile, but ohhhh have
WE heard from YOU! So much, in fact, that our in-box is bursting like an overcooked Jiffy Pop bag.
And your interest and enthusiasm remain great inspiration for us, no doubt! We haven’t missed a day’s
action in this market, and it’s clear that you haven’t either. As precious metals prices remain
suppressed and great buying opportunities present themselves almost daily, we still ask ourselves, do
we have enough already? Our answer is emphatically... NO! We know the market is incredibly small, but
we're an ever-growing collector community worldwide, and all of us are chasing a very finite asset.
We learned early on that a limited supply with increased demand = FIREWORKS. And we believe
anything that presents itself as such a great value today will surely be coveted in the near future.
A bud of mine grabbed his mail last Friday, and his wife approached him as he juggled several boxes.
She said, “Don’t you have enough already?” Even though he’s indirectly appreciative for the inspiration
for this post, his only reply was, “If you could buy dollars for fifty cents right now, at what point would you
stop and say I’m not buying any more because it doesn’t make sense?” Sure, you could run out of
currency, but really, UNTIL we get to a point where it doesn’t make sense, we’re buying NOW because at
today’s prices, it won’t never NOT make sense. Is that guut Englitsh oder whut?!
When you see Tier 1 Engelhard bars (<500 mintage) selling in the $30-40/oz range on eBay, you have to
realize that once our market regains momentum, these opportunities will never again exist.
Strong hands are buying these opportunities today and huge collections are quietly being amassed
thanks to today’s suppressed pricing.
Maybe we’ll be at an ‘Enough Already’ point when spot hits $25 or $30/oz, but until then great stuff
remains available, often at just north of current spot, and we know spot value is artificially low. And it’s
so clear to our community that the current fiat monetary system is near the end of its life expectancy, and
gold and silver are soon to regain their true place as ‘real money’ in the sense of value, barter, trade and
wealth. Face it, we all know why we’re in this game, and we’ve endured the pains of this market for far
too long. Our vision is clearly 20-20, and we all know there’s more meaning to that. We are about to
realize the significance of the phrase “TO THE VICTOR GOES THE SPOILS.”
Victoriously yours,
AE
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